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COVID-19 Generates Big Data Worldwide
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Digitalization in the healthcare sector has resulted in
an explosion of data—known as big data. Recently
with the COVID-19 pandemic, nearly 12 million
people have been found positive, of which more than
500,000 died.1
Big Data and AI in Healthcare
These figures are massive, but
what is even more enormous
is the amount of data these 12
million patients have created.
This is big data and most of the
answers that scientist across the
globe are looking for are actually
hidden in the data itself.
Another example of big data
can be seen with cancer. An
estimated 18 million new cases
and 9.6 million deaths were
recorded worldwide in 2018
alone.2 Considering each patient
generates about 1-10 gigabytes
of data, the total amount of data
generated is about 200 petabytes!
In the last 20 years, electronics and
computing devices have decreased
in size but have significantly
increased in processing power.
One of the major benefits of this
advancement has come in the form
of artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning technologies.
The healthcare industry is
adopting and benefiting from
these technologies. From surgery
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assisting robots, improved and
accurate diagnosis in cancer, to
personalized treatments and
developing new medicines, AI and
machine learning is causing a
paradigm shift in modern healthcare. With machines that can
predict, diagnose, comprehend
and learn healthcare sector is
empowered like never before.3
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Data Exchange,
Interoperability and Data
Protection Laws
Big data and AI are the driving
force in modern day healthcare
innovation. However, the
healthcare sector is far from
harnessing the true power of
AI. This is because big data is
contained in silos that are:
•

Located within hospital
boundaries and not
accessible for research –
data exchange and

•

Unstructured or poorly
structured making them
unusable outside the
source organization – data
interoperability
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Lastly, even if we can exchange the
data, we may not be allowed to due
to data protection laws.
Historically, sharing and
exchanging patient data has been
guided by the institute which
generated the data. In the modern
digitalization era, individuals are
increasingly becoming aware of the
consequences of uncontrolled data
sharing. This poses a threat to individual’s privacy and confidentiality.
Governments are fast adopting
policies and formulating laws that
regulate the collection, use and
sharing of personal data. Data
protection laws in the United
States, GDPR in Europe, PIPEDA
in Canada, Data Protection Act
(DPA) in the UK, China Data
Protection Regulation (CDPR) in
China, and the IT act in India all
reflect the increasing global
awareness regarding the importance of preserving data privacy
and confidentiality.4,5,6,7
In popular discussion, this is
often regarded as the Health Data
GoldiLocks Dilemma—whether to
share data or to protect privacy?
Or do both? Sharing too little data
will prevent care providers from
quality clinical decision making.
Next generation AI technologies
will be starved and promises like
personalized medicine will be
repressed. Sharing too much data
could lead to a possible violation
of personal privacy and confidentiality. Trust in healthcare providers
would be eroded and value created
by healthcare data could be
captured by third parties e.g., large
technology companies.8

Figure 1: Personal Health Train architecture
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In a world where we are restricted
to collect and share data outside the
source organization, we can share
the analytics to the data. Current
healthcare data sharing platforms are
focused on performing queries on
remote data sources and obtaining
the results of these data queries.
The rationale of Personal Health
Train (PHT) is that instead of
requesting and receiving data, we
are interested in asking a specific
question and receiving a corresponding answer.9
PHT infrastructure is designed to
deliver questions and algorithms
which can be executed at the
data source institutes. The entire
execution is fully controlled by the
data source institutes which means
that interpretation and processing
will happen at the data source
institute as well, rather than at the
receiving side. Hence, we are sharing
only the necessary information about
a patient instead of asking for data.

The metaphor train in PHT refers
to the packaged algorithms and
analysis script that are sent to
the remote data source. Stations
contain the FAIR (Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable) data and also provide
a computation environment for
executing the algorithms.
Finally, tracks are the communication channels and mechanism by
which the researcher (who initiates the analysis and is looking for
answers), the central messaging
server and the data stations talk to
each other. Figure 1 depicts a schematic diagram of the PHT with
three FAIR data stations.
Although such an infrastructure
would work in an ideal world
scenario where there is semantic
interoperability, we have to cater
to a realistic situation. Hence,
such an infrastructure where data
stays at the source needs proper
definitions of where we can find
data (Findable), how we can access
this data (Accessible), how we can
Continued on page 19
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interpret (Interoperable) the data
available, and how we can (Re)
use the data. This means that this
infrastructure heavily relies on the
FAIR principles.10
HL7 Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (HL7
FHIR®) as a clinical interoperability standard also establishes a
strong relationship and identification with the FAIR data principles. The “I” (interoperability) in
FAIR is the core concept in FHIR.
FHIR provides a well-defined
structure in the form of resources,
profiles and extensions, which are
the building blocks for ensuring
syntactic interoperability.
FHIR also supports all major
medical coding terminology
standards (e.g., SNOMED CT,
ICD, LOINC). Adopting coding
terminology in describing health

records is a key step in achieving
semantic interoperability.
In addition, FHIR is built on top
of a rich information model and
is supported by rich metadata
descriptions in the resources.
Furthermore, with the FHIR API,
it is possible to find and query
patient data from remote servers.
Finally, it has been experimentally
shown that PHT and FHIR can go
hand-in-hand in achieving privacy
preserving federated data analyis in
healthcare. As a proof of concept,
we designed a patient cohort
counter to calculate the number of
matching patients from two public
FHIR repositories and calculated
basic summanry statistics like mean
age, mean BMI, standard deviation, age, and BMI relationship
in patients diagnosed with both
hypertension and diabetes.11, 12, 13

The entire process is executed
without patient data leaving
the source and is completely
data agnostic. PHT relies on the
metadata information and is
independent of the actual data
standard. This makes the PHT a
generic infrastructure, independent of the (medical) specialty or
research domain.
These proof of concept studies
show a promising future where
large scale clinical data from hospitals can be utilized and machine
learning models can be trained
for diagnostic as well as predictive analytics. PHT and FAIR data
principles using HL7 FHIR as an
interoperability solution has the
potential to bring ground breaking
research in healthcare. ■
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